
dominant advertising engine. Among the items and services for which Google

will not accept advertisements are fake designer goods, child pornography

(some adult material is permitted in the U.S., but not if the models might be

underage), term paper writing services, illegal drugs and some legal herbal

substances, drug paraphernalia, fireworks, online gambling, miracle cures,

political attack ads (although political advertising is allowed in general),

prostitution, traffic radar jammers, guns, and brass knuckles. The list paints

a striking portrait of what Joe and Mary Ordinary want to see, should see, or

will tolerate seeing—and perhaps also how Google prudentially restrains the

use of its powerfully liberating product for illegal activities. 

Search Is Power

At every step of the search process, individuals and institutions are working

hard to control what we see and what we find—not to do us ill, but to help

us. Helpful as search engines are, they don’t have panels of neutral experts

deciding what is true or false, or what is important or irrelevant. Instead,

there are powerful economic and social motivations to present information

that is to our liking. And because the inner workings of the search engines

are not visible, those controlling what we see are themselves subject to few

controls.

Algorithmic Does Not Mean Unbiased

Because search engines compute relevance and ranking, because they are

“algorithmic” in their choices, we often assume that they, unlike human

researchers, are immune to bias. But bias can be coded into a computer pro-

gram, introduced by small changes in the weights of the various factors that

go into the ranking recipe or the spidering selection algorithm. And even

what counts as bias is a matter of human judgment.

Having a lot of money will not buy you a high rank by paying that money

to Google. Google’s PageRank algorithm nonetheless incorporates something

of a bias in favor of the already rich and powerful. If your business has

become successful, a lot of other web pages are likely to point to yours, and

that increases your PageRank. This makes sense and tends to produce the

results that most people feel are correct. But the degree to which power should

beget more power is a matter over which powerful and marginal businesses

might have different views. Whether the results “seem right,” or the search

algorithm’s parameters need adjusting, is a matter only humans can judge.
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For a time, Amazon customers searching for books about abortion would

get back results including the question, “Did you mean adoption?” When a

pro-choice group complained, Amazon responded that the suggestion was

automatically generated, a consequence of the similarity of the words. The

search engine had noticed, over time, that many people who searched for

“abortion” also searched for “adoption.” But Amazon agreed to make the ad

hoc change to its search algorithm to treat the term “abortion” as a special

case. In so doing, the company unintentionally confirmed that its algorithms

sometimes incorporate elements of human bias.

Market forces are likely to drive commercially viable search engines

toward the bias of the majority, and also to respond to minority interests only

in proportion to their political power. Search engines are likely to favor fresh

items over older and perhaps more comprehensive sources, because their

users go to the Internet to get the latest information. If you rely on a search

engine to discover information, you need to remember that others are mak-

ing judgment calls for you about what you are being shown.

Not All Search Engines Are Equal 

When we use a search engine, we may think that what we are getting is a

representative sample of what’s available. If so, what we get from one search

engine should be pretty close to what we get from another. This is very far

from reality. 

A study comparing queries to Google, Yahoo!, ASK, and MSN showed that

the results returned on the first page were unique 88% percent of the time.

Only 12% of the first-page results were in common to even two of these four

search engines. If you stick with one search engine, you could be missing

what you’re looking for. The tool ranking.thumbshots.com provides vivid

graphic representations of the level of overlap between the results of differ-

ent search engines, or different searches using the same search engine. For

example, Figure 4.9 shows how little overlap exists between Google and

Yahoo! search results for “boston florist.” 

Each of the hundred dots in the top row represents a result of the Google

search, with the highest-ranked result at the left. The bottom row represents

Yahoo!’s results. A line connects each pair of identical search results—in this

case, only 11% of the results were in common. Boston Rose Florist, which is

Yahoo’s number-one response, doesn’t turn up in Google’s search at all—not

in the top 100, or even in the first 30 pages Google returns.

Ranking determines visibility. An industry research study found that 62%

of search users click on a result from the first page, and 90% click on a result

within the first three pages. If they don’t find what they are looking for, more
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than 80% start the search over with the same search engine, changing the

keywords—as though confident that the search engine “knows” the right

answer, but they haven’t asked the right question. A study of queries to the

Excite search engine found that more than 90% of queries were resolved in

the first three pages. Google’s experience is even more concentrated on the

first page. 
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FIGURE 4.9 Thumbshots comparison of Google and Yahoo! search results for

“boston florists.”

Search engine users have great confidence that they are being given

results that are not only useful but authoritative. 36% of users thought see-

ing a company listed among the top search results indicated that it was a top

company in its field; only 25% said that seeing a company ranked high in

search results would not lead them to think that it was a leader in its field.

There is, in general, no reason for such confidence that search ranking cor-

responds to corporate quality.



Search Results Can Be Manipulated

Search is a remarkable business. Internet users put a lot of confidence in the

results they get back from commercial search engines. Buyers tend to click on

the first link, or at least a link on the first page, even though those links may

depend heavily on the search engine they happen to be using, based on com-

plex technical details that hardly anyone understands. For many students, for

example, the library is an information source of last resort, if that. They do

research as though whatever their search engine turns up must be a link to

the truth. If people don’t get helpful answers, they tend to blame themselves

and change the question, rather than try a different search engine—even

though the answers they get can be inexplicable and capricious, as anyone

googling “kinderstart” to find kinderstart.com will discover. 

Under these circumstances, anyone putting up a web site to get a message

out to the world would draw an obvious conclusion. Coming out near the top

of the search list is too important to leave to chance. Because ranking is algo-

rithmic, a set of rules followed with diligence and precision, it must be pos-

sible to manipulate the results. The Search Engine Optimization industry

(SEO) is based on that demand. 

Search Engine Optimization is an activity that seeks to improve how par-

ticular web pages rank within major search engines, with the intent of
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CAT AND MOUSE WITH BLOG SPAMMERS

You may see comments on a blog consisting of nothing but random words

and a URL. A malicious bot is posting these messages in the hope that

Google’s spider will index the blog page, including the spam URL. With more

pages linking to the URL, perhaps its PageRank will increase and it will turn

up in searches. Blogs counter by forcing you to type some distorted letters—

a so-called captcha (“Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell

Computers and Humans Apart”), a test to determine if the party posting the

comment is really a person and not a bot. Spammers counter by having their

bot take a copy of the captcha and show it to human volunteers. The spam

bot then takes what the volunteers type and uses it to gain entry to the blog

site. The volunteers are recruited by being given access to free pornography if

they type the captcha’s text correctly! Here is a sample captcha:

This image has been released into the public domain by its author, Kruglov at the wikipedia project.

This applies worldwide.



increasing the traffic that will come to those web sites. Legitimate businesses

try to optimize their sites so they will rank higher than their competitors.

Pranksters and pornographers try to optimize their sites, too, by fooling the

search engine algorithms into including them as legitimate results, even

though their trappings of legitimacy are mere disguises. The search engine

companies tweak their algorithms in order to see through the disguises, but

their tweaks sometimes have unintended effects on legitimate businesses.

And the tweaking is largely done in secret, to avoid giving the manipulators

any ideas about countermeasures. The result is a chaotic battle, with innocent

bystanders, who have become reliant on high search engine rankings, some-

times injured as the rules of engagement keep changing. 

Google proclaims of its PageRank algorithm that “Democracy on the web

works,” comparing the ranking-by-inbound-links to a public election. But the

analogy is limited—there are many ways to manipulate the “election,” and the

voting rules are not fully disclosed.

The key to search engine optimization is to understand how particular

engines do their ranking—what factors are considered, and what weights they

are given—and then to change your web site to improve your score. For

example, if a search engine gives greater weight to key words that appear in

the title, and you want your web page to rank more highly when someone

searches for “cameras,” you should put the word “cameras” in the title. The

weighting factors may be complex and depend on factors external to your

own web page—for example, external links that point to your page, the age

of the link, or the prestige of the site from which it is linked. So significant

time, effort, and cost must be expended in order to have a meaningful impact

on results.

Then there are techniques that are sneaky at best—and “dirty tricks” at

worst. Suppose, for example, that you are the web site designer for Abelson’s,

a new store that wants to compete with Bloomingdale’s. How would you

entice people to visit Abelson’s site when they would ordinarily go to

Bloomingdale’s? If you put “We’re better than Bloomingdale’s!” on your web

page, Abelson’s page might appear in the search results for “Bloomingdale’s.”

But you might not be willing to pay the price of mentioning the competition

on Abelson’s page. On the other hand, if you just put the word “Blooming-

dale’s” in white text on a white background on Abelson’s page, a human

viewer wouldn’t see it—but the indexing software might index it anyway. The

indexer is working with the HTML code that generates the page, not the

visible page itself. The software might not be clever enough to realize that the

word “Bloomingdale’s” in the HTML code for Abelson’s web page would not

actually appear on the screen.
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A huge industry has developed around SEO, rather like the business that

has arisen around getting high school students packaged for application to

college. A Google search for “search engine optimization” returned 11 spon-

sored links, including some with ads reading “Page 1 Rankings Guarantee”

and “Get Top Rankings Today.” 

Is the search world more ethical because the commercial rank-improving

transactions are indirect, hidden from the public, and going to the optimiza-

tion firms rather than to the search firms? After all, it is only logical that if

you have an important message to get out, you would optimize your site to

do so. And you probably wouldn’t have a web site at all if you thought you

had nothing important to say. Search engine companies tend to advise their

web site designers just to create better, more substantive web pages, in much

the same way that college admissions officials urge high school students just

to learn more in school. Neither of the dependent third-party “optimization”

industries is likely to disappear anytime soon because of such principled

advice.

And what’s “best”—for society in general, not just for the profits of the

search companies or the companies that rely on them—can be very hard to

say. In his book, Ambient Findability, Peter Morville describes the impact of

search engine optimization on the National Cancer Institute’s site, www.

cancer.gov. The goal of the National Cancer Institute is to provide the most

reliable and the highest-quality information to people who need it the most,
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GOOGLE BOMBING

A “Google bomb” is a prank that causes a particular search to return mischie-

vous results, often with political content. For example, if you searched for

“miserable failure” after the 2000 U.S. presidential election, you got taken to

the White House biography of George Bush. The libertarian Liberty Round

Table mounted an effort against the Center for Science in the Public Interest,

among others. In early 2008, www.libertyroundtable.org read, “Have you

joined the Google-bombing fun yet? Lob your volleys at the food nazis and

organized crime. Your participation can really make the difference with this

one—read on and join the fun! Current Target: Verizon Communications, for

civil rights violations.” The site explains what HTML code to include in your

web page, supposedly to trick Google’s algorithms.

Marek W., a 23-year-old programmer from Cieszyn, Poland, “Google

bombed” the country’s president, Lech Kaczyński. Searches for “kutas” using

Google (it’s the Polish word for “penis”) returned the president’s web site as

the first choice. Mr. Kaczyński was not pleased, and insulting the president is

a crime in Poland. Marek is now facing three years in prison.



often cancer sufferers and their families. Search for “cancer,” and the NCI site

was “findable” because it appeared near the topic of the search page results.

That wasn’t the case, though, when you looked for specific cancers, yet that’s

exactly what the majority of the intended users did. NCI called in search

engine optimization experts, and all that is now changed. If we search for

“colon cancer,” the specific page on the NCI site about this particular form of

cancer appears among the top search results. 

Is this good? Perhaps—if you can’t trust the National Cancer Institute, who

can you trust? But WebMD and other commercial sites fighting for the top

position might not agree. And a legitimate coalition, the National Colorectal

Cancer Roundtable, doesn’t appear until page 7, too deep to be noticed by

almost any user. 

Optimization is a constant game of cat and mouse. The optimizers look for

better ways to optimize, and the search engine folks look for ways to produce

more reliable results. The game occasionally claims collateral victims. Neil

Montcrief, an online seller of large-sized shoes, prospered for a while because

searches for “big feet” brought his store, 2bigfeet.com, to the top of the list.

One day, Google tweaked its algorithm to combat manipulation. Montcrief’s

innocent site fell to the twenty-fifth page, with disastrous consequences for

his economically marginal and totally web-dependent business.

Manipulating the ranking of search results is one battleground where the

power struggle is played out. Because search is the portal to web-based infor-

mation, controlling the search results allows you, perhaps, to control what

people think. So even governments get involved.

Search Engines Don’t See Everything

Standard search engines fail to index a great deal of information that is

accessible via the Web. Spiders may not penetrate into databases, read the

contents of PDF or other document formats, or search useful sites that require

a simple, free registration. With a little more effort than just typing into the

search window of Google or Yahoo!, you may be able to find exactly what

you are looking for. It is a serious failure to assume that something is unim-

portant or nonexistent simply because a search engine does not return it. A

good overview of resources for finding things in the “deep web” is at Robert

Lackie’s web site, www.robertlackie.com.

Search Control and Mind Control 

To make a book disappear from a library, you don’t have to remove it from

the bookshelf. All you need to do is to remove its entry from the library
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catalog—if there is no record of where to find it, it does not matter if the book

actually still exists. 

When we search for something, we have an unconfirmed confidence that

what the search engine returns is what exists. A search tool is a lens through

which we view information. We count on the lens not to distort the scene,

although we know it can’t show us the

entire landscape at once. Like the book

gone from the catalog, information that

cannot be found may as well not exist. So

removing information in the digital world

does not require removing the documents

themselves. You can make things disappear by banishing them into the un-

indexed darkness.

By controlling “findability,” search tools can be used to hide as well as to

reveal. They have become a tool of governments seeking to control what their

people know about the world, a theme to which we return in Chapter 7, “You

Can’t Say That on the Internet.” When the Internet came to China, previously

unavailable information began pouring into the country. The government

responded by starting to erect “the great firewall of China,” which filtered out

information the government did not want seen. But bits poured in more

quickly than offending web sites could be blocked. One of the government’s

counter-measures, in advance of a Communist Party congress in 2002, was

simply to close down certain search engines. “Obviously there is some harm-

ful information on the Internet,” said a Chinese spokesman by way of expla-

nation. “Not everyone should have access to this harmful information.”

Google in particular was unavailable—it may have been targeted because

people could sometimes use it to access a cached copy of a site to which the

government had blocked direct access. 

Search was already too important to the Chinese economy to leave the ban

in place for very long. The firewall builders got better, and it became harder

to reach banned sites. But such a site might still turn up in Google’s search

results. You could not access it when you clicked on the link, but you could

see what you were missing.

In 2004, under another threat of being cut off from China, Google agreed

to censor its news service, which provides access to online newspapers. The

company reluctantly decided not to provide any information at all about

those stories, reasoning that “simply showing these headlines would likely

result in Google News being blocked altogether in China.” But the govern-

ment was not done yet. 

The really hard choice came a year later. Google’s search engine was avail-

able inside China, but because Google’s servers were located outside the
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You can make things

disappear by banishing

them into the un-indexed

darkness.



country, responses were sluggish. And because many of the links that were

returned did not work, Google’s search engine was, if not useless, at least

uncompetitive. A Chinese search engine, Baidu, was getting most of the busi-

ness. 

Google had a yes-or-no decision:

to cooperate with the government’s

web site censorship or to lose the

Chinese market. How would it bal-

ance its responsibilities to its share-

holders to grow internationally with

its corporate mission: “to organize

the world’s information and make it

universally accessible and useful”?

Would the company co-founded by an émigré from the Soviet Union make

peace with Chinese censorship?

Completely universal accessibility was already more than Google could

lawfully accomplish, even in the U.S. If a copyright holder complained that

Google was making copyrighted material improperly accessible, Google

would respond by removing the link to it from search results. And there were

other U.S. laws about web content, such as the Communications Decency Act,

which we discuss in Chapter 7.

Google’s accommodation to Chinese authorities was, in a sense, nothing

more than the normal practice of any company: You have to obey the local

laws anywhere you are doing business. China threw U.S. laws back at U.S.

critics. “After studying internet legislation in the West, I’ve found we basi-

cally have identical legislative objectives and principles,” said Mr. Liu

Zhengrong, deputy chief of the Internet Affairs Bureau of the State Council

Information Office. “It is unfair and smacks of double standards when (for-

eigners) criticize China for deleting illegal and harmful messages, while it is

legal for U.S. web sites to do so.”

And so, when Google agreed in early 2006 to censor its Chinese search

results, some were awakened from their dreams of a global information

utopia. “While removing search results is inconsistent with Google’s mission,

providing no information (or a heavily degraded user experience that

amounts to no information) is more inconsistent with our mission,” a Google

statement read. That excuse seemed weak-kneed to some. A disappointed

libertarian commentator countered, “The evil of the world is made possible by

the sanction that you give it.” (This is apparently an allusion to another

Google maxim, “Don’t be evil”—now revised to read, “You can make money

without doing evil.”) The U.S. Congress called Google and other search com-

panies on the carpet. “Your abhorrent activities in China are a disgrace,” said
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GOOGLE U.S. VS. GOOGLE CHINA

You can try some searches yourself: 

• www.google.com is the version

available in the United States.

• www.google.cn is the version

available in China.



California Representative Tom Lantos. “I cannot understand how your corpo-

rate executives sleep at night.”

The results of Google’s humiliating compromise are striking, and anyone

can see them. Figure 4.10 shows the top search results returned by the U.S.

version of Google in response to the query “falun gong.”
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FIGURE 4.10 Search results for “falun gong” provided by Google U.S.

By contrast, Figure 4.11 shows the first few results in response to the same

query if the Chinese version of Google is used instead. All the results are neg-

ative information about the practice, or reports of actions taken against its

followers.

Most of the time, whether you use the U.S. or Chinese version of Google,

you will get similar results. In particular, if you search for “shoes,” you get

sponsored links to online shoe stores so Google can pay its bills.

But there are many exceptions. One researcher tested the Chinese version

of Google for 10,000 English words and found that roughly 9% resulted in

censored responses. Various versions of the list of blocked words exist, and

the specifics are certainly subject to change without notice. Recent versions



Google ™ is a registered trademark of Google, Inc. Reprinted by permission.

FIGURE 4.11 Results of “falun gong” search returned by Google China.

The search engine lens is not

impartial. At this scale, search can be

an effective tool of thought control.

A Google executive told Congress, “In

an imperfect world, we had to make

an imperfect choice”—which is surely

the truth. But business is business. As

Google CEO Eric Schmidt said of the

company’s practices, “There are
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The home page of the OpenNet

Initiative at the Berkman Center

for Internet and Society, opennet.

net, has a tool with which you can

check which countries block access

to your favorite (or least favorite)

web site. A summary of findings

appears as the book Access Denied

(MIT Press, 2008).

contained such entries as “crime against humanity,” “oppression,” and “geno-

cide,” as well as lists of dissidents and politicians. 



many, many ways to run the world, run your company … If you don’t like it,

don’t participate. You’re here as a volunteer; we didn’t force you to come.”

You Searched for WHAT? Tracking Searches

Search engine companies can store

everything you look for, and every-

thing you click on. In the world of

limitless storage capacity, it pays for

search companies to keep that data—

it might come in handy some day,

and it is an important part of the

search process. But holding search

histories also raises legal and ethical

questions. The capacity to retain

and analyze query history is another

power point—only now the power

comes from knowledge about what

interests you as an individual, and

what interests the population as a

whole.

But why would search companies

bother to keep every keystroke and

click? There are good reasons not

to—personal privacy is endangered

when such data is retained, as we

discuss in Chapter 2. For example,

under the USA PATRIOT Act, the federal government could, under certain cir-

cumstances, require your search company to reveal what you’ve been search-

ing for, without ever informing you that it is getting that data. Similar

conditions are even easier to imagine in more oppressive countries. Chinese

dissidents were imprisoned when Yahoo! turned over their email to the gov-

ernment—in compliance with local laws. Representative Chris Smith asked, “If

the secret police a half century ago asked where Anne Frank was hiding,

would the correct answer be to hand over the information in order to com-

ply with local laws?” What if the data was not email, but search queries? 

From the point of view of the search company, it is easy to understand the

reason for retaining your every click. Google founder Sergey Brin says it all
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IMAGE SEARCH

There are search engines for

pictures, and searching for faces

presents a different kind of privacy

threat. Face recognition by com-

puter has recently become quick

and reliable. Computers are now

better than people at figuring out

which photos are of the same per-

son. With millions of photographs

publicly accessible on the Web, all

that’s needed is a single photo

tagged with your name to find

others in which you appear. Similar

technology makes it possible to

find products online using images

of similar items. Public image-

matching services include

riya.com, polarrose.com, and

like.com.



on the company’s “Philosophy” page: “The perfect search engine would

understand exactly what you mean and give back exactly what you want.”

Your search history is revealing—and Jen can read your mind much better if

she knows what you have been thinking about in the past. 

Search quality can improve if search histories are retained. We may prefer,

for privacy reasons, that search engines forget everything that has happened,

but there would be a price to pay for that—a price in performance to us, and

a consequent price in competitiveness to the search company. There is no free

lunch, and whatever we may think in theory about Jen keeping track of our

search queries, in practice we don’t worry about it very much, even when we

know.

Even without tying search data to our personal identity, the aggregated

search results over time provide valuable data for marketing and economic

analysis. Figure 4.12 shows the pat-

tern of Google searches for “iPhone”

alongside the identity of certain

news stories. The graph shows the

number of news stories (among

those Google indexes) that mentioned Apple’s iPhone. Search has created a

new asset: billions of bits of information about what people want to know.
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You can track trends yourself at

www.google.com/trends.

Google ™ is a registered trademark of Google, Inc. Reprinted by permission.

FIGURE 4.12 The top line shows the number of Google searches for “iphone,” and

the bottom line shows the number of times the iPhone was mentioned in the news

sources Google indexes.



Regulating or Replacing the Brokers

Search engines have become a central point of control in a digital world once

imagined as a centerless, utopian universe of free-flowing information. The

important part of the search story is not about technology or money,

although there is plenty of

both. It is about power—the

power to make things visible,

to cause them to exist or to

make them disappear, and to

control information and access

to information. 

Search engines create com-

mercial value not by creating information, but by helping people find it, by

understanding what people are interested in finding, and by targeting adver-

tising based on that understanding. Some critics unfairly label this activity

“freeloading,” as though they themselves could have created a Google had

they not preferred to do something more creative (see Chapter 6). It is a

remarkable phenomenon: Information access has greater market value than

information creation. The market capitalization of Google ($157 billion) is

more than 50% larger than the combined capitalization of the New York

Times ($3 billion), Pearson Publishing ($13 billion), eBay ($45 billion), and

Macy’s ($15 billion). A company providing access to information it did not

create has greater market value than those that did the creating. In the bits

bazaar, more money is going to the brokers than to the booths.
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Search engines have become a

central point of control in a digital

world once imagined as a

centerless, utopian universe of

free-flowing information.

OPEN ALTERNATIVES

There are hundreds of open source search projects. Because the source of

these engines is open, anyone can look at the code and see how it works.

Most do not index the whole Web, just a limited piece, because the infra-

structure needed for indexing the Web as a whole is too vast. Nutch

(lucene.apache.org/nutch, wiki.apache.org/nutch) is still under devel-

opment, but already in use for a variety of specialized information domains.

Wikia Search, an evolving project of Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales

(search.wikia.com/wiki/Search_Wikia), uses Nutch as an engine and

promises to draw on community involvement to improve search quality.

Moreover, privacy is a founding principle—no identifying data is retained.



The creation and redistribution of power is an unexpected side effect of the

search industry. Should any controls be in place, and should anyone (other

than services such as searchenginewatch.com) watch over the industry? There

have been a few proposals for required disclosure of search engine selection

and ranking algorithms, but as long as competition remains in the market,

such regulation is unlikely to gain

traction in the U.S. And competition

there is—although Microsoft pled to

the FTC that Google was close to

“controlling a virtual monopoly

share” of Internet advertising. That

charge, rejected by the FTC, brought

much merriment to some who

recalled Microsoft’s stout resistance

a few years earlier to charges that it

had gained monopoly status in desk-

top software. Things change quickly

in the digital world.

We rely on search engines. But we don’t know what they are doing, and

there are no easy answers to the question of what to do about it. 

French President Jacques Chirac was horrified that the whole world might

rely on American search engines as information brokers. To counter the

American hegemony, France and Germany announced plans for a state-spon-

sored search engine in early 2006. As Chirac put it, “We must take up the

challenge posed by the American giants Google and Yahoo. For that, we will

launch a European search engine, Quaero.” The European governments, he

explained, would enter this hitherto private-industry sphere “in the image of

the magnificent success of Airbus. … Culture is not merchandise and cannot

be left to blind market forces.” A year later, Germany dropped out of the

alliance, because, according to one industry source, the “Germans apparently

got tired of French America-bashing and the idea of developing an alterna-

tive to Google.”

So for the time being at least, the search engine market rules, and the

buyer must beware. And probably that is as it should be. Too often, well-

intentioned efforts to regulate technology are far worse than the imagined

evils they were intended to prevent. We shall see several examples in the

coming chapters.
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METASEARCH

Tools such as copernic.com,

surfwax.com, and dogpile.com are

metasearch engines—they query

various search engines and report

results back to the user on the

basis of their own ranking algo-

rithms. On the freeloading theory

of search, they would be freeload-

ing on the freeloaders!



Search technology, combined with the World Wide Web, has had an astonish-

ing effect on global access to information. The opportunities it presents for

limiting information do not overshadow its capacity to enlighten. Things

unimaginable barely a decade ago are simple today. We can all find our lost

relatives. We can all find new support groups and the latest medical informa-

tion for our ailments, no matter how obscure. We can even find facts in books

we have never held in our hands. Search shines the light of the digital explo-

sion on things we want to make visible.

Encryption technology has the opposite purpose: to make information

secret, even though it is communicated over open, public networks. That par-

adoxical story of politics and mathematics is the subject of the next chapter.
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